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 by Calgary Reviews   

Hang Zhou 

"A Speck of Asia in Roma"

Hunting for an authentic Chinese cuisine spot in Rome may be somewhat

overwhelming but Hang Zhou does manage to address this concern very

well. Situated in the heart of Esquilino, it welcomes gourmands with a

trendy ambiance, complete with chic dining tables covered with red

tablecloths and wall pictures of Sonia, its vivacious and friendly owner.

Menu comes across as a refreshing break from other city Chinese

restaurants, appeasing diners with some delectable and unique daily

specials. Go for their staple Cantonese dishes, and complete a memorable

meal with some appetizing Chinese beers and other beverages.

 +39 06 487 2732  Via Principe Eugenio 82, Rome

 by thefork.com 

Il Dragone d'Oro 

"Flavors of the Asian Mainland"

Run by the second generation of the owner's family, Il Dragone d'Oro is an

inviting Chinese cuisine restaurant in the heart of San Lorenzo.

Established in the year 1986, the oriental fare eatery is made famous for

traditional recipes and age-old cooking methods, delighting gourmands

with staple Chinese eats like those savory meat dumplings, stir fried

noodles and delectable rice specialties. The owners as well as the chefs

know the Asian spices and herbs well, thus serving up some rare Chinese

dishes, along with popular standards.

 +39 06 4423 8068  Via Ogliastra 10, Rome

 by ginnerobot   

Il Padiglione delle Cicogne 

"Authentic Chinese Affair"

Situated between two busy metro stations, Il Padiglione delle Cicogne is

always buzzing with locals and tourists who hop in for a quick Chinese

meal, as a short break from their tours of the nearby Vatican galleries and

museums. Found close to the majestic St. Peter's Square, the nicely

decked up Padiglione is made famous for its staple Cantonese which

which includes those delectable imperial meat rolls, ricer served in lotus

leaves, savory dumplings and longxu prawns. For desserts, gourmands

can dig into those crispy sauteed bananas or the decadent tangyuan.

 +39 3281192557  Via Giovan Battista Gandino 44, Rome
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 by Vincent_AF   

Ristorante Asian Inn 

"Rome's Best-kept Oriental Treasure"

Located close to the Marconi subway and bus stations in the heart of San

Paolo, Ristorante Asian Inn offers an expansive menu of Chinese, Thai and

Fusion dishes in a warm, inviting setting. From authentic flavors of the

Asian mainland to the zesty herbs of the tropical nation, Asian Inn serves

up some exotic oriental preparations made with pepper flower, Thai chili,

lemongrass and coconut milk, among other staple ingredients. Vegan and

vegetarian options appease the non-meat eaters, even as each single

recipe is an ode to the aromas and flavors of the historical cuisine of the

Asian sub-continent.

 +39 06 9259 2048  www.asianinn.it/  asianinnroma@gmail.com  Viale Guglielmo Marconi

586, Rome

 by neil conway   

La Città d'Oriente 

"Oriental Kitchen!"

If you're in the mood for Chinese food, few restaurants will turn out to be

as satisfactory as La Città d'Oriente, which has a vast array of delicacies

just waiting to be devoured. Starting with shrimp salad and steamed

dumplings, you can move on to a meal comprising scrumptious

preparations like Peking duck, fried king prawns and more. For an Oriental

meal you will not soon forget, make your way over to this restaurant.

 +39 06 860 1175  www.ristorantecinesecitta

doriente.com/

 cittadoriente@yahai.it  Via di Priscilla 93/95, Rome
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